
Webcomic Reboots

Velvet Rasputin also went through a reboot or two. More details are available at
http://catnose.com/2011/08/31/an-open-response-to-artpatients-audience-retconning-article/

In 2007, the animated cartoon ReBoot! was created as a webcomic. Fans were given 
(http://rebootcomic.zeros2heroes.com/?cat=7) a chance to pick the direction of the ReBoot! webcom-
ic, so this is a case where fans even initially helped steer the direction of the reboot right away. And 
of course, translating the look of the animated version to the webcomic version included some (http://
rebootcomic.zeros2heroes.com/?cat=5) visual changes.

The Goats webcomic rebooted and the creator 
(http://www.comicmix.com/news/2008/06/19/interview-jon-rosenberg-on-goats-and-the-art-of-the-re-
boot/) had an opinion on rebooting: "I think the key to a successful reboot is to make sure that all the 
material before the reboot is terrible, and that the material after the reboot is not quite as terrible. 
People don't complain if a comic gets less terrible. I'm always uprooting the comic and seeing if it 
settles into some more interesting configuration. It keeps things from getting stale for the reader and 
from getting boring for me. The reboot was just another way to shake things up a bit." That was in 
June 2008, but on April 30th, 2010 (http://goats.com/) the comic went on hiatus and it was made 
permanent on May 4th. The only review after the reboot that I could find was on 
(http://boingboing.net/2010/01/25/goats-ii-the-corndog.html) Boing Boing, but no specific mentions 
were made comparing the comic before and after the reboot.

(http://www.melonpool.com/) Melonpool rebooted, too. I did come across a Webcomicker post which 
actually talked about the Melonpool reboot and mentioned the feedback silence. Melonpool was a 
very popular comic at the time. One would expect to have a lot of comments about it's reboot.

And (http://www.thewebcomiclist.com/p/145/altermeta) Altermeta had a number of reboots but has 
been on hiatus since 2007 while (http://www.cyborgmice.com/news.html) Cyborg Mice had a reboot 
but I can't seem to find any comments. I'd love to see discussions after the reboots to study the 
audience reaction but they are just missing.

I know of a few comics like (http://www.tangents.us/2009/12/17/meta-review-footloose-part-1/) 
Footloose that did an art reboot, simply redrawing the art that was made before the 
(http://catnose.com/2010/12/16/the-new-catnose-webcomics-and-print-winter-schedule/) art style 
crystalized. In my experience, most readers like that sort of reboot to 
(http://robot6.comicbookresources.com/2009/09/unbound-checking-out-the-ignatz-nominees/) make 
the art more unified but they still like to see the original comics too. Boston and Shaun had a reboot 
which (http://shifti.org/wiki/Web_comics) didn't hold up quality-wise, so that just seems to swing both 
ways.
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I also know of a few comics that are just getting their reboot on, like 
(http://rickthestick.com/damndest-damn-blog/2011-the-plan/) Rick The Stick and 
(http://sacredgroundscomic.com/wordpress/) Sacred Grounds. What will become of them? We'll 
have to see.

You can read about Starslip's reboot here, (http://www.georgecomics.com/tag/webcomics/) if you 
have a subscription. For those of us that don't, we can get the 
(http://www.museumstuff.com/learn/topics/Starslip_Crisis::sub::Webcomics) basics here, but the only 
pertinent real fan comment was from (http://www.georgecomics.com/tag/webcomics/) here, which 
said it was basically better. The rest of the comments I found about it just talked about 
(http://www.nightlightpress.com/talk/viewtopic.php?f=4&t=74) missing the old art.  There was (http://
mrmyth.com/2009/02/27/c-is-for-crisis-cleverly-cropped/) one review that negated any superscripting 
that may have happened because it was all a time jump wipe - so it was still within the continuity. Un-
fortunately, I don't see an easy way to search the comments on the actual Starslip site for anything 
but the most recent blog posts.

It's not nearly so simple as Batman is always Batman or Spiderman always needs to be Peter Park-
er. It's actually so complex that there are 
(http://tvtropes.org/pmwiki/pmwiki.php/Main/ContinuityReboot) different flavors of change to consider 
in addition to what the overall audience opinion of a retconned comic is.

Another example of this in comics was provided on the ComixScholars list by Tim Troup in June 
2010... "For example, in Fantastic Four #2's retelling of the origin story from issue #1, there are dif-
ferences. In issue #1, before the flight, Ben talks about Reed wanting to 'fly to the stars.' Then later, 
their rocket ship lands 'in a rough, but non-fatal landing.' The panel shows the rocket smashing into a 
tree almost on the ground. A few panels later the Thing rips up a tree and swings it at Mr. Fantastic. 
In the retelling in #2, they were on a 'flight to Mars.' And in the panel, the rocket is shown exploding 
as it lands and Reed says 'we nearly lost our lives when we crashed landed on Earth.' 2 panels later, 
Ben is shown punching a tree and shattering it. Fans will of course say that its just expanding the 
origin, but they are just accepting minor continuity changes for the illusion and a good story."

He goes in to say that fans simply accept minor variations like this without question. After all, the ba-
sic FF story is that they get exposed to cosmic radiation and get powers. It doesn't really matter if the 
ship crashes or not.

And of course, DC gets reboots every so often and we now have the newest reboot from DC. Fran-
cis DiMenno mentioned on ComixScholars that "DC's flagship character Superman was successively 
rebooted in 1971 and 1986. The coming revamp will perhaps be even more major than the first two. 
Batman was revamped in 1964, and in 1970 as well.
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